TOP 10 REASONS
TO CHOOSE TURVI
1

YOUR TV CHOICES
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
The future of television is here. With the most
extensive line up of sports, movies, premium and
live local channels available at a truly affordable
price! Never miss your favorite programming
again.
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RISING COST OF CABLE
& SATELLITE TV
Did you know that the average spend in 2015 for
cable and satellite TV here in the US is about $128
per month? …Even worse that number is projected
to rise to $200 per month by 2020! How would you
like to pay a fraction of that amount each and every
month for the same great programming including
your premium channels? Turvi is your solution!
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PREMIUM CHANNEL BLUES
Love watching that one show but you can only get it
on the premium channels and the introductory
period just ran out? No worries with Turvi our
premium package never expires.

Don’t worry about setting the DVR ever again. With
Turvi we will have all programing accessible through
our cloud based service for playback without need
for special equipment.

NO MORE "END OF THE
PROMO" RATE HIKES
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NO CREDIT CHECKS
Everyone qualifies for service regardless of their
credit history.

NO MORE WEATHER
INTERRUPTION
How many times has your satellite signal dropped
while watching the big game all due to a rain cloud
over your home? With Turvi you will only need a
secure Internet connection and you will always be
good to go.

NO CONTRACTS
Ever wanted to cancel your current cable or
satellite service but couldn’t due to being tied into a
two year contract with HEFTY penalties for early
termination if you did? We were too! With Turvi
you are never locked into a contract. If you are not
completely satisfied you can cancel without penalty
at any time (we would be shocked if you weren’t).

NO MONTHLY EQUIPMENT
CHARGES
Tired of renting a pricey DVR box, cable or satellite
receivers? With Turvi, you never have to rent any
equipment, thus no hidden fees or extra charges.

NO NEED TO SET THE DVR

Sick of opening up your bill and always wondering
what your total will be this month when your
promotional period is over? Never worry about that
again! With Turvi we will not increase your rate.
Our value is in the fact that we offer quality
programing at a fraction of the cost continually.
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WATCH INSTANTLY
Ever signed up for service, wait around for weeks
till they can schedule you for installation then have
to wait all day till a technician makes it out to you?
Those days will be a distant memory with the
launch of Turvi. Your service is ready and available
immediately after signup!

